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NEIL CHAIR COLLECTION
Designed by Jean Marie Massaud

Created in 2018, the Neil family of chairs designed by Jean Marie Massaud is a project undergoing continuous 
development, which is marked by its essential nature, versatility, and careful design.
The wire structure marks a simple, light architecture, while the leather, cord, or fabric upholstery, combined with 
the wide colour range, give it character and allow it to adapt to different indoor and outdoor environments, both 
residential and professional, depending on the specific needs.
Products in the Neil collection, which include chairs and stools, have a sustainable core. Made with high-quality 
materials and smart production systems, they limit waste, last over time, and can be easily disassembled and 
recycled at their end of life.
Design and craftsmanship come together in a product that is able to meet different living needs: Neil Leather, 
elegant and refined, fits into sophisticated and contemporary contexts; Neil Textile connotes spaces in a more 
informal way, while Neil Twist is the perfect solution for outdoor environments.

DOWNLOAD THE NEW CATALOGUES>

NEIL TEXTILE
The load-bearing steel frame of the seat and backrest is available in black chrome glossy galvanic finish or in 
matt white or lead black colour powder painted. The fabric upholstery, coupled and simply stretched on the frame, 
is characterized by riveted seams and colour matching aesthetic stitching on the seat and back, decorations that 
emphasise the tension and the pattern. Available fabrics: Etis, Anima, Natura, Londra, Parigi, Hero 2, Sunday, 
Moss. The upholstery fabric is removable. This product is only suitable for indoor use.



NEIL LEATHER
The thick full grain saddle-hide is simply stretched taut between the parts of the structure and guarantees 
unexpected comfort even though it has a simple, definite form. The product is made completely by hand, entirely 
in Italy, a guarantee of high quality craftsmanship and great attention to detail: seams in heavy duty thread, dyed 
edges, and pressed areas on the leather surface form raised decorations that emphasise the tension and pattern. 
The saddle-hide upholstery is available in the following colour variants: Black (02), Dark Grey (03), Natural (26) 
and Turtledove (29). The saddle-hide upholstery is not removable. This product is only suitable for indoor use.

NEIL TWIST
Load-bearing seating structure made of steel, woven with hightenacity polyester cord, solution-dyed, guaranteeing 
high resistance to atmospheric agents, light, and abrasions, with stretch resistance. Sled-base made of steel rod. 
The frames are powder painted with a specific treatment for outdoor use, in the matt painted finishes in white or 
lead black. All Neil Twist models have a contrasting stitching detail, in glossy anthracite colour.

The cord weave/structure combinations are fixed:
. matt painted white X053 structure / matt ecrù cord weave col.23
. matt painted  lead black X138 structure / matt anthracite grey cord weave col.03
. matt painted  lead black X138 structure / glossy orange cord weave col.11
. matt painted  lead black X138 structure / glossy English green cord weave col.17
. matt painted lead black X138 structure / matt ecrù cord weave col.23

Available protective rain cover specifically for outdoor products, in light gray colour. This product is suitable for 
both indoor and outdoor use
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Finishing
The number in the dot corresponds to the number of colour/material finish.

Here below, in the section FINISH OPTIONS, please note all the colours of the materials used for this product.
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